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ABSTRACT .

The future of `rural America depends oh the abilities
of diverse' interest groups al:4 leaderS to piece together educational
and economic resources An Creative ways, fitted to the needs of their
respective regions and Communities. It has beCome essentialtha.e7

..

rural persons be plugged into national, and international production,
' marketing? and governmental strategies. An examination of the issues

band IlDroblems associated wilthithe educational and economic development
of rural America points to 10 needs areas. These areas are
determination of the realities of the changing, face of rural America;
the nature/ types, and scale of rural developme.nt; balancing rural
human resource and technological development, linking land use and
economic development; linking education and

/
training with rural

economic development; enhancing traditions and innovative rural
support services; serving special rural interest groups; and rural
coalition building. Specific goals for solving problems in each of
these areas have emerged frot a series of regional Conferences and
'from-a national conference hosted.by the National 'Institute for Work
and Learning. (Related reports on kkefican rural development, are .-

available through ERIC - -see ,note.) (MN) .-
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t'\ PROJECT NARRATIVE SUMMARY REPORT

Project Title: TOWARD AN AMERICAN RURAL RENAISSANCE:

A STATEMENTOF NATIONALGOALS AND A SERIES OF

REPORTS ON RURAL HUMAN RESOURCE AND ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT DURING THE DECADE OF, THE EIGHTIES

.It was with the challenge of "realizing rural human resource

development during the decade of the Eighties" that several hundred

rural community leaders met during late" 1980. At four regional and

one national meetings, these leaders - including educators, business

representatives, farmers, bankers, agricultural extension agents,

representatives'of rural advocacy groups and minority interes4groups,
vor

and public agency officials - worked collaboratively to develop con-

sensus on a- set of proposed national goals for linking education and

economic development in rural America.

The national conference was hosted by the National Institute

for Work and Learning etDthe National 4-H Center in Washington, DC.

The conference followed four regional conferences in Alma; Michigan;

Farmington, Maine; Charleston, SOuth Carolina; and Ceres, California'.?

1 Each of the regional COnferences was hosted and co-organized.by-a.

local collaborative council. Funding for the national conference was

piovided by the U. S. De artment of Education, Office of Vocational

Forrnet N
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and Adult Education, and funding for the regional conferences by the'

U. 5. Department of Agriculture, Office of the Assistant'Secretary

for Rural Development.

The principal products of this project are the conferences

themselves, a statement of ten proposed National Goals for Rural Human

Resource and Economic DevelopMent, a series of eight papers on vatyous

aspects of education and economic development in rural America, and a ,

"state-of-the-art" report reviewing exemplary education and economic

development initiatives.

Behind the project is the assumption that the past decade's

historic reversal of population,movements and the present decade's

renewed emphasis on traditional community- centered values have

" created an opportunity for "an American Rural Renaissance." )'

Key to the ability of rural.areas to sustain new poWation

, growth is the concept ofecOnomic development. Telecommunications

technologies may revolutionize the location factor in economic

development,_ thereby enabling many people to work in geographic

separation from one another, and consequently enabling immigration to

cheaper, more spacious rural living.

Key to the ability of rural areis to sustain traditional values

of neighborliness, spaciousness, independence, and self- reliance will

ibe the future role of education in the lives of rural res4ients. The

process of adapting new technologies to rural society and of adapting

traditibnal values and,roles to a more complex economic base will

require high degrees of intblligence and cooperation among diverse

1.

. 1211Connectuut Avenue, NW Slate 301 Wasiungton, DC 20036
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groups both within and otAside rural communities. Perhaps the

most respected institutions in rural _Communities, schools and

colleges must be at the center of this transition and training

process if the opportunities for a rura) renaissance are to be

achieved.

Commissioned Papers report on rural demographics, economic and,

Eii6 Oyment trends, the role of investment capital, technological

'impacts, the crisis in rural landuse,Innovative responses to

chronic problemsin social and public services in rural areas, and

international examples of linking education and rural development..

h
The papers and authors were:

mob..

Rural America: The Present Realities and Future Prospects

Authors: William P. Kuvlesky and James H. Copp, Texas-A VM

University

Nature, Types and Scale of Rural Development

Author: Frances Hill, University of Texas

The Role of Investment Capital in Rural Development

Author: Lloyd Brace, Maine Dev'eloilment Foundation

Balancing Technological- and Human Resources Development: A New

Priority for Rural America

Author: Roger Blobaum,, Blobaum and Associates

-Rural Land Use: A Need for New Priorities )

Authors: 'Wendell Fletcher and Charles E. Little, American Land

Forum

6
1211 Connecticut Avenue, NW State 301 1.L'o_stungton, DC 20036
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Linking Education and Local. Development: An International

Perspective

Author: jbhathan Sher, Center for Educational Research'and

Innovation, Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development

Enhancing Traditional and Innovative Rural Support Services

Author: Mary A. Agri a, former dicector, Mid-Michigan-CommunIty
f

action Council `

1. Toward A More Rational Education-Economic Development Connection'

in Rural Ame rica: The Collaborative Model

Author: Karl A. Gudenberg, Project Director and Rural Program .

Officer, National Instituteftc.Work tnd Learning

o. State-of-the-Art Report: Exemplary Rd.al Education and.Economic

Development Initiatives

Author:- Susan J. White, Consultant, National Institute for Work

and Learning

The proposed statement of national goals'for rut* humary

resources'and economic development evolved from these reports and the

discussions at the regional and national conferences. The proposed
. i

goals are:

To,develop a wholly new structure of information and communication

between rural areas and the principal sectors influencing change:

business/industry, state governments,'and the federal government.

1211 Connecticut Avenue, N1V State .301 VI:'asfun9ton, DC 20036
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To develop local, state, and regional, programs and policies which

start from realistic assessments of,the strengths and weaknesses of

specific rural areas and Work toward collaborative strategies join-

ting public and private sector resources into rural development net-

works.

To create rural development strategies and projects tailored to the

needs of indiyidualfirms-, tie-resources of-and nee& oTspecifie
\.

rural communities, and the qualities of life prized by rural

residents.

To assure that investment capital policies and practice's treat#

rural areas with equity and'do not produce unintended consequences

-harmful not only to rural areas but to the nation as a whAe.

To create more effective and balanced linkages between echno-

logical and the educational preparation of rural,

'youths and adults.

,

To establish national and state policies Which will preserve.

irreplaceable agricultural farmlands as a vital national resource '

while encouraging multiple, well.-balancedAses for less sensitive

: areas. .

To establish national,, regional, and state priorities and action

initiatives which generate realistic linkages betweenNeducatjon,,

training, and rural economic development.'

To rebuild the self-confidence of rural American communities by

insuring adequate social services and by creativOuse of the

skills and energies of all rural people.

8

12.11CmtlecualtAvemx.NIA,*m301wigton,DC20036.
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To improve the education, training, and work opportunities for all

rural special needs populations through a policy of greater

inclusion of their diverse resources in the design and implemen-

tation of human resource and economic development programs.

To develop collaborative mechanisms and processes to build

coalitions of rural interests for more rational rural development.

4'

Each of these,ten proposed goals is analyzed in the 'full "Statement'

of Proposed National Goals for Rural. Human Resource-and EconomiC

Development DI.W.ing the Decade of the Eighties."

V

1.

# # #

. .
.
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A STATEMENT OF PROPOSED NATIONAL GOALS

FOR RURALRUMAN_BEaGURCES_ANDECONOMIGDEVLOPMENT--

DURING THE DECADE OF THE EIGHTIES

4

4 ,

Developed from findings of the':
°

Nation-al Goals Conference on Linking Education

and Economic Development in RuAral America

PrepAred by:

c

Karl Gudenberg; Project Director

The NatiOnal Institute for Work and Learning
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TOWARD AN AMERICAN RURAL RENAISSANCE:
'0.

'A STATEMENT'OF PROPOSED NATIONAL GOALS

FOR'RURAL HUMAN RESOURCES AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,

LURING THETECADE OF THE EIGHTIES

The future of our lives in rural America - -really the
,

many different rural Americas-7-depends on the abilities of

diverse interest groups and leaders to piece together educa-

tional and economic resources in creative ways, well-fitted
4 \ //

to the needs of their respective regions and communities.

Education 'and economic development are complementary

activities. Yet in practice we find them crucial 7 discon-

nected in rural communities. And across that disconnection

lie crucial barriers to rural economic prosperity, political
.

consensus, and social and cultural-renaissance. These

barriers -- misused opportunities and resources, failure to
4

anticipate new opportunities, and, most damaging, the
' o

tendency toward fatalism in th, face of problemsare 'not

'inevitable.

1

The means to remove them is within-reach in the form of

education and economic development activities of the types

described in this report. Consideiable effort will be

-required to create the'connectiong needed. Slit the feasi-.

N
bility.of linking education-and economic d ve iopment in

rural development is greater now than at any time singe the

industrial rewolption.

I

11,
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It was with the challenge of "realizing rural human

resource development during the decade of the,Eighties" that

several hundred rural community leaders met during late1980.

At four regional and one national meeting, these leaders-1-

including educators,. business representatives, farmers,

,

bankers, agricultural extension agents, representatives of '

rural advocacy groups and minority inteZeSt_arcups, and publicL

agency officials--worked collaboraively to develop consensus

on a set of proposed` national goals for linking' education and

economic development in rural. America.

The national conference, hosted by the National Institute

for Work and Learn ng at the Natiohal 4-H Center in Washingt6n,

D.C.,followed the four regional conferences in Alma, Michigan;

Farmington, Maine; Charleston, South Carolina; and Ceres,

California. Each ,of the regional meetings was hosted by a

local collaborative' work- education council.

7). This paper offers those goals (and the rationales

behind them) as'the essence of those many discussions. The

voices of leaders from ruralcommunities.prevade,these goals.

Most crucially, these goals flow from a consensus that

the presentation of rural values in the midst of continuing

economic change is feasible in education institutions can
-

become a focal point for the local planning to preserveand

enhance the life of rural communities. For these'pe4ie,

economic development and growth is a vital need. So is the

pieservation of a rural way of life. Highly.valuel and

respected as they are, in rural communities, education



institutions must serve 'as the linkage'point for those twd

objectives.

During the 1970's, for the first time_in-the- nation's

history, the growth of our cities stopped;'while the real

decline of rural population was reversed for.the first time

since the census Of 1890. These demographic shifts reflect

a reassertion _o_f_Anierica s

ence for smallness, friendliness, stability, access to

natural surroundings, and family life. Clearly America is

foremost a nation-of urban and suburban -communities and will

reamin so. But the hold of rural values remainsestrong,

preferred by amajority of Americans according to the Gallup

poll.
Today the classic disadvantages of rural areas- -their

"lonelirws, lack of amenities, and"(an advantage to Some)

kisolation from world events- -need exit no longer. kevolu-
4

tions _in technology, transportation, and communication .

technologies a ;e rapidly making rural are 's economically

viable for people witlivery diverse skills. It has become

essential for a rural person who effective-1y parsue's a

variety of livelihood options to be plugged into prodAtion,

marketing and governmental strategies nationally and inter-'

nationally. (It has become possible to live in e, rural

mode while "pluggednino a sophisticated economy'and polity.)

The realization of this possibility, realizing the

coribution- which traditional rural values can make to

national society,. emerges as the.underlying goal of these

10
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conferences and papers.

Among the many pressing issues and problems discussed

at the conferences, ten priority areas were developed by a

National Advisory Panel (members are listed in Appendix. AY

and staff of the Ntional Institute for Work and Learni
I

These priority areas are:

o The Changing Face of Rtral America: Myths,

Realities, and Trends

Q *Public-Private, CollaborationIn Rural America

o The Nature, Types and Scale forRiiral Development

o The Role of Investment 'Capital in Rtbsal Development

o BalancingRural Human Resotirce and Technological

Devel'opment'

o Linking Land Use and Economic Development in Rural.

America
rr

ö Linking Education andtTraining with.Rttral Economic

Development, .

o Enhancing Traditional and Innovative Rural Support

Services

..
o Serving Special Rural Interest Groups

o Rural Coalition Building

FON each of these priority areas, this goals statement
.

identifies a central problem affecting the effectiveness and

quality of human and economic development in rural areas

diving the next decade. In each case a problem is answered

by a goal. Examples and rationales are provided to explain

both the problems at hand and the proposed goals.
A

1,1
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ISSUE': THE .CHANGIfild FACEWRURAL AMERICA

41.

- PROBLEM: . Rural America is changing, both in demographics and

economics, but we cannot"identifV the characteristicetf change
.

in a timely mannet es§ential to effective management.

Discussion: Approximately 60 million Americans now live in

non-metropolitan areas, with 75 percent of all no;=metropolit'an

counties in every region gaining population during the 1970s,

,Only a small poetic:3n of,.rural people, are Tull-time, commercial

farmers. Increasingly they participate,-in non-farming pursuits \
56'

both in'their rurarco7tunities and as commuters as suburban

areas turn metropotan and arteries of-economic growth.extend

into hilterlands Yet the number ogsmall farms increases,

part-time work characterizes.:.muOh Of the labor force, and

rural p9verty (emains tucked among vacation homes.' CommUni-
r.

.
.

' .

cations technology also makes rural living more feasible,
t-

Copputers "cottage industries" may escalate this trend. But

teca hnology limits too: rural areas become sites for industrial

wastes and precious rural water tables become dangerously

reduced and the water itself poliifted by'in.q.ensive usaf4of

cIemical fertilizers and other ill pursued land use practices.'

Large scale aggioultural methods undermine yearso'f patient

conservationcedudatiOn, resulting in losses of irreplaceable

opsoN Th very qualities of ruralqiving that attract

urban emigrants gradually disappear throtgh increased

density and-new life styles. The,Point..is not to praise, or

,'condemi. Rather we must understand and. manage,our resources,



both human'andenvironmental, more effectively.

Goal J..: To develdp'a wholly new structure of information and

communication between rnraliareas and the principal sectors

influencing change: business/industry, state governments,

and, the federal Totrernment.

B

Comments: Abbilrate'iiiformation on rural demographics ind

eocnomics is needed at the egional and subregional level.

'Information on schools, social sryices, unemployment, under-
,.

employment; occupational structure, and,economic activity

should,be'the foundation for planning activities by 16ca1

communities, prospective employees, and governmental agencies.
.

'7A11-.,11formatioh:and cOMmuhx0tion structure for,fural

development.,should' indlude: a detailed, updated data bade
a

on regional, andLSubregional characteristics; a'conlienient,

low cost actess.systeuseful 'td corp,Orrite-plAhri40,, site
location firms, public and private' economic development_

agencies-and education 'and human resources planning agencies;
and formal, .state level rural development task forces of

leaders from local and state government, business, labor,
)

',education, rural advocacy groups.
,

Opzmputer,b0ed information retrieval and clis-
sem4ati.b*,A 6 link :IiikaIcommunities with stae,

,,.;"4tZ44.'"

datalbases.
' ---7-1*..v,' - ....,,, - -i ,. ils'''''',., ,..., ,,,-ii,4.:f .4 .,, 444' - 2.......

''ttfli-' 6" eration I'S tt`sse la1..4,sys p

iti&411,and,,,international, decision makers and
z,N, ,

Adequate technical support and .training in

.
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o More'mid-decade-and special census data regarding the

characteristics of human, economic and educational well being

of rural Americans.
A

o Develop 'One-Stop' Rural Information Centers where

access't bothpublic and private information is available to

rural people. Particular emphasis should be placed on the

more effective and logical linkage of governmental programs,

servicesregulations and eligibility requirements.

ISSUE: PUBLIC-PRIVATE SECTOR TILLABORATION

PROBLEM': A lack of mutual support betwesedglic and private

sector planning impedes effective economic development and

edpcation inmost rural areas. /.

Discussion: Starting with a few southeastern states in the
(--

early 1970 many state governtentS have npw initiated

state-Wideetonomic development programs. The-need for

?rivate investment is recognized as is the method of linkirig
)

the interests and reodrces of established business groups

to state economic development strategies. Too often, however,

'.".-the Very economic and skill deficiencies which require

economic development as.a remedy are themselves, obstacles

to the entry of new firms. As fewer and fewer indUstries

seek row skill employees, education and training become

prerequisites for ap area.lg,eoonomic development. Economic
l

develOpment in turn creates additional demands for skill

upgrading and employment, tr&nsition services when plants

'clo411pOr new technologies are used. The essential factor:
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lack of ,sequencing in education, training, and employment

strategies undermines effective economic development.

Thia problenvis especially acute in rural areas where

the success or failure,of rural development strategies fre-

quently hinge on the investment decisions of but one or two

key firms. longterm public sector programs and upgrading

2
of rural 'education systems must precede and be concbmittAnt

to rural economic development. Rapid growth in areas blessed

with natural resources may by-pass local residents, espec-
i

ially the poor. During the past twenty years, must progress

has been made in understanding the factors that separate

rural development from rural exploitation. By emphasizing

open communication between the public and privatepsectors

at the community, state and regional levels, tie development

process puts short and long-term economic growth objectives

in the service of long-term social and political stability.

Goal 2: To develop local, state, and regional programs and
. .

policies which start from.realistic assessments of the

strengths and weaknesas of specific rtralareas and work

toward collaborative strategies jpining public and private,

sector resources into rural development networks.

Comments:

o The development ofa much needed National, Rural

Development Policy. Such a policy should be by

a coalition of local, sectional, .regional, state and

national rural representatives-7 It.'should be based on the



1
actual needs of a set of rural regioris with defineable

homogeneous human and ecological characteristics. Such

e, ,

regions need to be defined and establi'shed through the

aegis of a U.S. Rural Development Commission to be appointed

by the President of the United States and be comprised of

representatives from both the public and private sectors.

8 The creation of a series of rural advocates in each

) of the federal departments, bureaus and'offices. SUch

advocates to have the rank of assistant secretaries or its

tequivaiancies And be backed by staffs of commensurate size,
J."

importance and'powers.

They would be charged with oversight regarding programs,

regulations, statutes, et al. that pertain to rural

non-metropolitan) populations.
.

They should also constitute a federal Rural Development

Council with sub-cabinet rank, charged with the coordination

of(all programs and services for rural Americans. Its prin-
., I .

ctpaI purpose is '-to'mInimize ±epli;cati.on, maximize services

and develop more'efficient and reasonable responses to the

development needs of rural America through a federal coordin-

ation strategy.

o' The development of mo re rational and flexible

criteria whereby federal rural.programs, services, guide-
,'

Y lides, regulations and eligibility requirements are deter-

mined and administered. Such criteria should be respinsive

kJ,

to rural conditions and not be derived as they-have been,

from'urbanfmodels.
e
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ISSUE: NATURE, TYPES, AND SCALE FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT

PROBLEM: Large scale, singf.e.project economic development

initiatives rarely provide the variety of, training and employ-
.

ment options needed to enrich rural life.

Discussion: Rural people tend to view economic development

initiatives, and any externally initiated development

activity, with great suspicion, ambivalence, distrust, and

even outright antagonism. Given the real, sometimes desperate

economic conditions of many parts of rural AMerica, this basic

distrust may seem shortsighted, even perverse, to outside,

urban observers.

But true self=interest'and widom lies at the heart of

this emotional response. Too many rural areas--of which

central Appalachia has been the most visible -have been the

victims (and beneficiaries at times) of monolithic, single

industry development. Other rural areas, witnessing the

regressive effects of some company town environments, have

preferred continued, isolation to that kind of'economic

development.

"I'he key fact is that rural people persist in rural

areas becaise they prefer, (at real cost in other respects.)

the quality of persohal'and.social living not found else-

where. Moving to urban and sOurban areas ha's been all too
.

. V ,

easy a step, one forced on many rural people. Those who
ei /

persist in in rur 1 areas,'and those recent immigrants to rural

communities,,are not ready to sacrifice the quality of their
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lives to any kind of ,economic development.` But they see in

the rekindling of some rural economics, models of efficient

and sensitive matcAng of economicand social purposes.

Goal 3: To create rural, development strategipsand projects

tailored to the needs of individual firms, the resources an.151,_

needs of specific rural communities, and the qualities"of life

prized by rural residents.

Comments:

o Governments and the private sector should provide

more realistic opportunities with appropriate incentives for

0 coordinated training programs for rural Americans. Such

programs need to be responsive to the needs of three prin-

cipal rural interest groups:

crosssection of rural persons.

rural.comthunities

- private economic developers

o -Agricultural Land Grant Colleges and Investors,

Agricultural EXtension Service,'and rural, proprietary

schools and programs including.those operated by community-

based organizations should be involved more integr ly in

the full training And education components of short and

lomty-range-rural--oommunity-developthent.

efforts should bOth in scope and dimension resemble

the h lcycon days of the 30's, 0..should be designed and
;

operated with the fup.er particiV:frion of the p vate sector.
.0',/.

2

r
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o Rural Community Development heeds requirp-a-shift from

a pervasive and growing 'trend of macro-economic td micro or

mediuM,range rural economic development. Emphasis in existing

, programs Such as administered by, the Small.BusineSs Adminis-

tration and Farmers ,Home Administration need to be re-'examined

and designed to extend opportunities to small scale development

needs of rural Americans.

1
o The changing trends in rural occupational tions

e
need to be more adequately taken into account in. Aature

and scope of curricula for both in school (K throughost-

secondary) as well as Adult and Continuing Eduqation prograAs

ti

)4. 6

Nti

The redesign of curricula should be facilitated by the-

pravision and concentration of needed resources by state,

federal enabling authorities and legislation in a representa-

tive set of Rural Demonstration 2cies which characteristically

-reflect the reteropneity of rural America nditions. (,Such

zonesshould provide a storehouse of data and information

for the ongoing growth and prioritizing of education and

training curricula vihibh respond more optimally to the

changing ;demands of rural economic development.
4

TRE'ROLE OF INVESTMENT CAPITAL

EkRBLEM: A'serious Hack of investment capital for rural

- economic development undermines community initiative.and
i

crvtes
'41.6

dependency on gdbernment leadership.

Discussion: PresSiies on investment capital, are intensive

roughoutthe nation ,as gbvernment and large corporations
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borrow massive sUms,at high rates. Smaller' federal loan

, -c-4- ,

programs. farmarked for rural areas have played a crucial

',development role since the Depression e're. But even these
.

programs) the effect of by-passing the small businesses

.

,, .

and smaller farmer% upon whom so much of rural 14micS is
a.

of
2

based.
.4.

Normally, one would expect that the trend toward popu-

lation growth would in itself eniTh the'-cash economics of

many rural areas. Unfortunately, this 6xpectation rarely is
eqk,,

justified by the facts. For one,,.residents with access to-

transportation typically shop in the suburban and urban

shopping centers where-they work. ?Small town business

centers are threatened as a result.

But a second trend is /rural capital inveAtment is ore

threatened still and run countec e to the de graphic
n.

tren,ds. This unobtrusive threat*lies in Bank HoldIng 0

Company' Acts which various states :.ve legislated. These

,laws permit banks in larger,-, ities to expand their opera -

,,tons into small towns by buying existing bfnks or building
.)

new ones.

One 16ersuasj4ve argument f theaba4<holding company',

proponents is that economy of scale cakes, it not only0desire-

able but inevitable that the i - ependent small townba- nks
I%

be replaced by branches of- he Ihrge city banks. 'Indeed,

the small town banker resisting the.passage of the.Bank

Holding Company s are made to appear as backward fellows
4

clinging to tmoded and inefficient banking practices and

23
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4 denying their rural areas the blesgingsiwhich such large banks
I

would surely bring. -

The argument for the Bank Holding,Company,Act goes as

follows: "Banks in rural aseas.as extensions of the big
ht

banks wish their up-to-date computerized methods will mean

greater internal operational efficienCy with.lower costs and

higher bank profits and, more broad'ly, the farmers and small

town residents will enter a new era* economic development'

brought about through access to the great financial strength,

wide range of services, and broad- visioned, dynamic policies

of the bigger-banks."

Evidence from studies, carried out in Georgia, however,

points to the opposite conclusion from thOse sincerely put

forward by the banklpolding.company proponents. In that

State Studies bythe Independent Bankers of Georgia show that

it is the indeperqlent small town bank and not the large city
4o4

bank which expresselfeconomyk and appropriateness/of scale

in rural areas, and Which on theme average repreyents both

internal efficiency and greater external development' for the

commulvity.,, For exaftiple, statistical studies in that State
I

have consistently shown an average profits-to-assets ratio.

whi9 is higher for the--smal ler banks than for the State's, .

elarger banks.

But there is a deeper, more significant tactor than
A-

4
%X)

bank profitability which is involved in the steady disappear-

e,
, ance of the local small town bank in the rural area, and that

is the loss of personal contact between the banker and the
s-.

24
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o 1 .

resident of the areas. lit is from peesOnal knowledge of

people that the banker can judge a man or a woman's character

and determine whether that person is credit worthy. The '

large city-banks typidany operate through their small town

branghes with decisions made in the home office and based

on computer printout data which in turn are based on preset

form as, which effectively block judgements based on personal

character. The problem that development is made by people

and 6omes tlirough drive, strength, dete'rmination, personal

competence. In a word, it is not collateral, t human

character whichproduCes development.

Goal To assure, that investment capital policies and
4

practices treat rural' with equity and do not prdduce
.

unintendea negative.consequences harmful not only to rural

areas but to the nation as a w' Ole

Comments: z,

A o The more effective coordination of exiting 'federal

inald state loan and investment progra needs to occur. Such

investmentsiprograms need'to more adequately reflec't the

rural development needs of small 'scale and micro economic

cliterprisqs. Particular emphasis ,should be splaCed on

. .

rural development loans and investment financing which

range from $5,000 to $50,000.

o ReSdheduling of priorities and incentives accompanied

by more solid edu ation and outreach programs of field staff

needs to .take place. k
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o The availability of low interest long term loan

gueantees for the upkeep and development of shell scale

farm and non-farm rural enterpriSes need to occur. SmaEl.)
,

scale individual and family enterprises prOviide the largest

number of jobs in the U.S.A. Greater emphasis and, priority
4 .

needs to be prolAded to the preservation and growth of stch

enterprises.. This is particularly the case in rural Americg.

o Continuing and Adult Education programs need to be

strengthened in rural America. This is particularly true

in financial managemNt, micro-computer technology,, marketing,

and multiple skill development and enterprise management.

o' Redesign of Unemployment'InsUranc programs and

Minimum Wage Guidelines and eligibility requirements for rural

small scale economic enterprises and agricultural workers

needs ,to occur.

X

ISSUE: BALANCING HUMAN RESOURCE AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 4'

'PROBLEM: The "classic" experience of agricultural societies

throughout the world over the past`century. has been one,of

increasing mechanization resulting in farmland consolidation

into larger units with higher capitalization and lower man-

power requfrement, 'resulting in turn in outmigratioji and

poverty for tiose displaced by mechanization. Today, energy

costs, mass production farming methods, and rapid changei

in manufacturing technology all reinforce thi's experience.
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Discussion: The tragedy of thesg agricultural societies,

rural Amerida included, has been the almost universal failure

at great cost to all of. basic social institutions -- family,

church, schpols, government--to cope with thf profound changes

wrought by mechanization that,process and that failure,

contilue today. Education programs in, rural schools and
I

colleges, even allowing for budgeting and staffing disad

vantages, do not prepare young people to negotiate careers

in either rural or urbanized environments. The new tech-

nologies that should create entrepreneurial opportunj,yes-for
. ..

.

. ----,
rural residents are 11 too frequently not taught. The agri"-

1

cultural knowledge and skills-needed by:part-time, small-

scale farmers are no.tItau",. Access to real-life work
4V' .

.- :

t 4 --,
environments andopportuhities'for career exploripion'are

unnecessgkly restricted.

A critical issue is the extent to which education and .

training program managers are aware of and 'responding to

technolo 1 advances-:-/ The major missing element in the

;. people/technology equation is the lack of'planned linkages.

Educational institutions and private sector employes have

been virkuaa strangers. Edudatrs and 'training practitiofiers

have acted from adversarial roles hataful to thebest

'interests of young people and adult learners.

Goat 5: To g eate more effective and balanced linkages
-/

between to nological opportunities' and the`educational

preparation of rural youths and adults.

'

0 'V
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a

Comment:

o' Greater linkages need' to be created between a range

of disciplines in both secondary "and postsecondary programs

(and, institutions. Effots need to be made to reverse a

trend of over-reliance on technological development at the

expense of more reasoned human development.

o We need a variety of collaborative mechanisms for
, .

private andpublic sector involvements. The development of
d.

rural wo ducation' councils in-a variety of rural coMmuni-
IP

ties is called for. A joint administration and funding for

such an initiative should be made available by public and

private sources including federal and state government, rural

advocacy groups, land grant colleges, farm coopera.kiveS and

nationaland 18cal manufacturing, trade and industrial

organizations.
1 .4

o The establishment of a Rural-American Human Resource

and Technology Council with regional and local counterparts.k.

Such a councilshould be appointed by the President ofsthe

United States and be charged With:
_ . .....,

Comprehensive state of the art overview of

' the Telations.hip between human and technological development

in rural Aperica. These should be updated every three years.

- Enumeration and analysis of model programs,

activities an& enterprises which exemplify optimum balance.

Projection of trends and recommendations of

the types of education and straining most responsiveto

these developments.

a 2

1-
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ISSUE: "LINKING LAND USE AND ECONOMIC ,DEVELOPMENT

.;!=

PROBLEM:' VIihe United States contains roughly 2.3 billion acres.

A third of this acreage is in federal ownership--the

areas and unsettled vastness of the public lands. About ten

Or maybe fifteen percent.of land, depending on, the basis PM x,

calculation, is metropolitan, urban and suburban. The remain-

ing 50-55 percent of the nation is "working land" producing

food, timber, energy and mineral resources, and water.

'0 The majority of the American /and is that it is and

historic new pressures. Where once agricultural could use

up land and move, on, now,:according to the-United States

Department of Agriculture statisticiaris', there are only 52
9

million acres of "prime" agricultural land left that are not

already in use.' At the same time, the need for increasing

productivity--for food to sell abroad tp offset oil-import

costs, and more recently, to produce biomass feedstocks'

for conversion into fueis and energy--is going, to add to'

the'pressures on the working land-base. Other products--

lumber, fiber's, fossil fuels, har&-rock minerals--compete

for the same land. Strippable coal underlies some 01 the

.best corn-producing acreage in the world. Industrial wastes.

and demands for water threaten the productivity of agri-
ro.

cultural lands.

Resettlement from other areas has boosted the E3opula-

tion growth rate of non - metropolitan countie§ as a'class

above that of metropolitan counties for the first time. By

1975, manufacturing, not agriculture, had come to provide

29
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he largest single category of rural jobs. Moreover, the rate

of new jobs of all kinds in rural'areas is increasing twice

as fast as jobs in metropolitan areas. The result of this

activity is the conversion of three million acres of rural

' land to "urban" uses each year--a situation-that more than

likely will bring agreat many rural counties the same kinp

of growing pains experienced by suburban counties during the

1950's and 1960's.

Discussion: The new pressures will require responses of a

kind unfamiliar to most policy makers, to4rural people, and

Ito land-use planners and environmentalists. The overlay,

in rural counties, of what is essenti lly urban economic

development id.in many respects a/gmod. and;desiiableevent.

.Qn the other hand, unless -thiSoverlay- 1S-Cagefully mediated,

it can, and will,~ destroy the resource- based economy arising

from the piOduction of renewable and non-renewable natural

retources.-, Without effectiveland use policies guiding
o

groweth and change in rural AMerica, the chances are better

than ever that many of our working landscapeecan wind up
1

as economic wastelands rather than part of the most productive,

land -base of any nation on the face of the globe.

Goal 6: To establish national and state policies which, N

will preserve irreplaceable agricultural farmlands vital

national resource while encouraging multiple; well balanced

uses for less sensitive areas



Comment:

o The profound improvements in agricultural landuses

which were promulgated by the Agricultural Extension Service

in the 30's need to.be significantly updated, broadened and

reinvigorated.

Stich efforts should be led by rural developers of the

U.S. Department of Agriculture and actualize and flow out of

national and state rural development policies:
A

Such efforts need to be comprised of a number of vital

components:

- General public awareness initiatives regarding

rural resource preservation, manageMent and optimal long

range multiple usage.

- Revision of existing laws, regulating practices

and statutes governing agricultural? lands both private "(and

public with primary focus on the presertation of irreplac-

able prime farmlandS'and.woodlands.

- Specific education and training programs developed

and led by Agricultural Land Grant Colleges, Community

Colleges, State Te,;ohers,Training Instutitions in.conjunc-

tiori with a collection of private rural kconorriic interests,

-including coop-erative,advocacy and community,-based organiza-

tions.

- Particular' emphasis on the procedural usage,

both substantive and methodological, of key resources

- Water,,, both surfaCe and underground

---:- Top soil'

31
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Symbiotic ground and underground, land uses

Woodlands

o An expanded and intensified effort nationally,

regionally and by states to develop and actualize anti-

pollution of the rural countryside throu, complimentary
311P

policies' and procedures. Specific,emphasis should be put

in the following:

Nuclear waste pollution

Animal wastes pollution

a

Chemical pollution

Water, soil 0
and ground. pollution

o Rural development requires a significant broadening

from more singular emphasis on agriculture to the more

representative needs of present day rural.American manu-

facturing and service development needs.

Reorientation, education and training-of U.S. Department

of Agriculture, Interior, Commerce and the Corps of Army

Engineers to-reestablish effective conservation Xplicies.

°' ISSUE: LINKING EDUCATION AND TRAINING H RURAL ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT

PROBLEM: Rural economic development cannot occur without

parallel himan resource development. All too frequently,

rural inhabitants, particularly 'those with limited academic

ana vocational achievement are relegated'to suPiportive, low
- .

income positions in economic development efforts. Def/cient
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and sparse rural education and training programs and services

have resulted in the importation of skilled personnel and
iff .

r

managers. Thus, in the main, only limited improvemtnt of
.--

local educational and economic development effgfts occurs.

Discussion: Human resource development, traditionally, has

been the purview of the educational system. This has occurred

through post- secondary programs, as well as public and private

alternative educational/training prograt6 and services. The

public educational system, frequently, is the most important

jAtitution in a rural community. It is expected to. uphold

traditional values and life-stylep, as well as prepare its

youth to partidipate in and contribute to the survival and.

development of they community in the future. It is frequently

both the pursuer of the, status quo and the principal agent

for change. This paradoxical role has permitted other insti-

tutions in rural communities to exert a disproportionate

influence on community development endeavors.
(

The rural economic base poses significant problems for

1

rural young 'people. The lack of occupational diversity

means that few job and on-the-job training opportunities

are available,and role models for jobs other than farmwork,

marginal and blue- collar positions are scarce (Marshall, 1976).

Private and public sector employment opportunities are

severely limited, and although the lbcatiori of more manu-

facturing plants in'rural areas; especially in the Southeast,

has resulted in somewhat more diversified employment oppor-
..

tunity, a large proportion of these job are going to workers

4

33
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1

lar imported from urban areas (Miles, 1973). The problem is

compounded by inferior labo.tharket information systems and.

inadequate educational and.zvocational prepatation.
4-

-

The need for more accurate and complete labor market
9

information and occupational counseling in rural areas is

acute. Responses toa 1974 survey of ruraly th indicated

that the 800 male and female high school seniors in, the sample-

had very limited understanding of the world of work, were

insecure and suspiciois about their prospeCtS for employment ,

and were unfamiliat with the federal-state employment service.

A recent survey of job placement services provided by public

school systems in the United States reveals that only 35
-06

percent of school districts with fewer than 25,000 studentt

\-

had such services as Compared to 71- percent of the districts

with 25,000 students or more (Department of Health,'Educa-

tion and Welfare, 1976). Federal and state placement agencies

(including the U.S. Employment Service) have limited coverage

of, and thus" limited effectivenesi in, rural areas (Marshall,
.

1110 '1976).

Educational attainment is another area where sharp
1

differences between noP;metropolital and metropolitan popu-

lations are apparent. In 1974,-imthe nation asa whole,

53.9 percent Of non-metropolitan residents over age 25 had

completedhigh school, in contrast to 59.8 percent in central?"

cities and 68.5 percent in the suburban rings. Within tilt

non- metropolitan group, more exacting breakdowns emphadize

(these ,differences. In counties with no town larger than
.

,

3,1
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2,500;,only 42.5 percent of the adults had completed high

school compared with 52.8 percent in counties with a town

of 2,500 to 24,999, and 62.0 percent in those designated

non-metropolitan with a town of 25,000 or more (U.S. Depart-

ment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1975: 54, Table 9).

Even these,figures are a bit dedeptive since as high a pro-

portion-of 'non-metropolitan,:as urban youth aged 16 or 17

. are enrolled in school. The drop-off occurs rapidly in the

next higher age group, because significantly lowe p4ppOr-
,

tions of rural youth are enrolled,in higher education

(Sanders, 1977: 103). This is consistent with a great

number of studies that have shown much lower levels of

educational attainment among rural and farm adolescents,

in comparison to their urban counterparts.

yequate educa.tionaI preparation is;a crucial element

in a smooth school-to-work transition; unfortunately, rural

educational systems labor under the burdens, of inadequate

resources, training and support services. Vocational,

schools, in many instances, are still directing students

into traditional rural j.ob paths, mainly agriculture or

homemaking. During the period between 1950 and 1966 when

farming jobs declined to the 1pwest point in decades,
A

enrollment in vocational agriculture rose to a new high

(Department of, Agriculture, 1969); These educational and

employment difficulties are often exacerbated by geographic

isolation, inadequate medical and social services, dc,hd a

pattern of out-migration to urban areas that further

35
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Contributes to the depietion of an already in dequate tax

base in rural communities.

Goal 7: To establish national, regiorlal and state priorities

and generate actiondnitlatives which generate realistic
5

linkages between education andtraining with rural economic.

development. This should occurthrough a collaborative aegis

of a crosssectiori 6f public and" private aural sector-interestS.

Comments:

o General upgradin(Tand diversification of rural education-

and training opportunities is vital to rural,economic develop-
..

ment. This can only come about through a series of funda-

mental changes in -rural education programs .

VP *

- Equity o. funding of existing educatigpal entitle-

ments with metropolitan educational pts.sr9.04.

;- Generation of revised more current and diversified

teacher training programs and curriculum offetings at state

teacher colleges, community colleges, vocational colleges and

State'iarid4-iant-UniversitieS..

-. EnIargenentand intensification of rural

secondary educational-counseling services which'combine

--
professional and lay role models'in direct orientation

.

.4
guidance of multiple carcer

0

oVtion's.. 0

0

Market expansion of adult, continuing and

community education prograMswhich combine professional

educators with diversified community vocational specilists
?

cz111

in on-going community based education and training experi-
^4

PP

4

ences.

36



- Providing expanded and idio

occupation information, economlc inaices and trends, and

ically accessible

marketing data through micro - computer ba0d7retrieval an

dissemination systems, 'similar to but greatly improved of

existing state occupational 'information coordinating sy'stems.

Expanding and supporting rural educipon and

training programsconducted by private eco\omic enterprises,

community based organization and proprietary schools. This

should include financial aid, data and*information sharing,

curriculum development and integration with public schools.

Federal and state,incentives and support.tor

the redevelopment of rural community based schools, with

centralized schools serving as' resource'development cehters .

- Exp.ansion of joint school and community based

ofe opment programs which involve school attending youth

n on-going practical supervised hands -on, real education/

work experiences.

- .The gekeration of,rural-metropoolitan school based

community exc1nge programs for people* ideas and information.

- Revised state and federal guidelines ot.public

education adMinist.'rative procedures and content which rAponds

more adequately to the idiomatic needs of rural development
0

and not metropolitan priorities.

- Generation of small and micro based economic

enterprise educatidn and training-programs which strengthen

current economic enterprises. and the growth of this and new

ones. by providing training to members of and/a. entire

3
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family units. Such programilshould begin with the particular

needs of rural enterprise developMent.

- GeneratiOn of national, regional andesate

curriculum development and ,teacher 'training programs which

promulgate rural multiple skill development.

ISSUE: ENHANCING TRADITIONAL AND-INNOVATIVE RURAL SUPPORT

SERVICES

PROBLEM: Diseconomies of scale can have devastating effects

on the operation of programs and services in rural areas.

Discussion: Rural areas are typically the last to benefit

from industrial public services, as was the case with

electrification, sanitary 'water treatment, roads, and other

components of an economic development'infrastructure. The
r-

same is-true (only more so) for social services. Health,

education, skill trainingc libraries, recreation services

all suffer in comparison to their urban counter parts.

Longer distances and greater dispersion of people create

larger perapita operating and maintenance costs. Communi-

cations and activities are more difficult to maintain

despite the fact that individuals are more likely to be

known to one another. Leadership gets str&tched thin

simply because the relatively few peipple with talent and

inclination for leadership are called upon for purpose.
.

:36
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This circle of resistance to positive development of

rural communities is the norm. Examples of alternatives do

exist. Some of these examples result from influxes of

capital and leadership derived from outside investments

in rural, areas. More typical-examples derive-froth gradual

improvements in education and social services initiated by

local leaderS.-

The core problem is one of helping local, indiginous

leaders to find the leverage they need over financial and '

political resources that can make a real dent in the back-

log of rural development issues in their area. Basic

educational skills and greater Awareness.of opportunities

(both rural and non-rural) for careers are essential if

rural'areas are to develop the depth of leadership and

1readth of interests essential for community self-development.

UnfortunAely, two of the most inhibiting forces

in rural communities are lack of self-confidence and a 4

sense of lack of Control over important decisions affecting

rural bife. These two forces reinforce-each dther. Lack

of cultural sophistication and lack of -c.es to the modern

technology of information and influence give these forces,

or,fears, a grounding in reality., Decisions affecting .

education and economic development frequently are made far

from home by people with suburban or urban problems,most,in

Mind.' Schools are closed and consolidated,(typically at

little or no net fiscal savi,ng) without consideration of

the importance of the school to community cohesiveness and
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businesses. State economic development agencies work with
9

prospective clients without adequate consultation with

communities being considered. Creating...the intellectural

skills, and motivation to assume self7responsibility in the

face of these barriers is the crucial task of building rural

support services.

Goal 8: To rebuild the self- confidence of rural American

communities by ensuring adequate social services and by

creative use of the skills and energies of all rural people.

Comment:

Crucial rural support services need to become an

integral component of rural development in order to assure

equity in development of programs and services with

\ metropolitan counterparts.

o A ey element in the general' deficiency of rural

development is the lack of adequate access to and impact

on decision - making structures and processes which funda-

mentally effect rural communities. It is vital that local

rural communities ave a greater role and voice in the

determination 'Of r ral developments schema which all too
I

frequently have been foisted on them as derivative urban

prograMs.

Multi-leveled, two- Way.decision making planning and

development processes employing up -toy -date micro

computer technology needs to besmade available as a

regular adjunct to public and private outreach rural develop-

ment programg.

) s-
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. a
Every rural coTmunityof 2,500 or more persons should

0
have access to ea one-stop micro- computer media enter which

provides the following fuhdamental element of services:

-. All revelant governmental programs and

services, incltding eligibility requirements, participation

criteria, etc.

- Easily identifiable lays, statutes and regula-

tions which apply to rural development.

'';= Economic, educatinal4and training indices rele-
.

vant to the growing, extraction, prosFessing,- marketing and

servicing of goods.

Capacity for retrieval, dissemination and develop-

r

ment of'data and information relevant to rural development.

1

- Transportation and Communication allowances need,

to be included in all rural programs and services. THen

should provide for additional resources, including labor

to,Offset the diseconomy of scale which pervasively

preveRt rural communities from developing and operating, (

prograins on a basis of equity with urban communities.

- Inter-regional'rural communities exchanges

of in4ormation and people needs to be facilitated. Also

greater exposure of extra rural community program and

services, need to be made'possible through design, planning

administration and operations. This includes workshops,

conferences, orientation and training sessions at national,

state, regional and national levels.

41 4 r
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ISSUE: SERVING SPECIZL RURAL INTEREST GROUPS

PROBLEM; TheAsense of commbn social fate across groups in .\

traditional rura communities needs to be reformulated,today

to recognize the gradually increasing social, political, and

economic stature of special .interest groups and the greater

complexity of economic developrdent. As groups better under-

stand the limitations imposed by resource_ fragmentation,

they should seek accommodations and cohesiveness in new

initiatives.

DISCUSSION; The disadvantages of rural America as a whole,

and the extraordinary disadvantages of specific rural inter-

, est groups, are systemic in origin. Creating lasting

remedied to these conditions will reqLre greater attention

to the inclusion of all groups in problem-solving activ4ies

together with traditional rural power structures. Astradi-
,

. tibnal pOwer groups discover Limitations on -their abilities
O.,

to cope with economic development demands, they tob should

prove more open to collaborative action than has been the

case in years past.

The importance of this shift in inter -group relations

is essratial for further improvements in the services and .

- opportunities available pp special rural interest groups.

Who are these groups? We includeall groups who still

bear disproportionate burdens of poverty, physical and

ental handicapped, lack of education, lack of sanitary

facilities and deco It housing, and a surplus of discrimina-

-tion and'even fear.

' 1 L.., 00'
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Reform programs of the pasaf two decades have helped to

edudate, _feed, and house the PooA the handicapped, and the

victims of discrimination. ',Participation in politics has

been democratized progressively. But one cost of these

programs has been to stigmatize the individuals served and

to disrupt a sense of community. A new sense of community

"Wholeness" is needed, one that accounts for the changeQ

status of disadvdntaged groups, recognizes the limitations

under which those groups and establvished grodps operate, and

provides a common goal for improvements in the full lie of a

the community.

Among the, problems still facin,erural America:

°one relative income position of rural residents

improved during the seventies, but for all major racial/

ethnic groups income remains lower in rural areas than in

urban.

o Increased labor force participation by women has

occurred in rural' as well as urbanareas, but rural women

continue to occupy lowdr paying positions than urban women

or men of all residence categories.

o A,disproportionate share4Of the nation's poor coati

ues to live in rural places; the majority of the rural poor "AA

is located in the kzith, reflecting the'existence of peil-

sistently low-income counties in'that region.

o Despite increased edocatiohl attaiTent, rural stu-
?

dents'are more 'likely to enroll in school later, progress

thrdUgh school more'slowly, complete fewer school years,

434 0
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and score lower on'national assessment tests than their urban

counterparts.

Rural minorities such as Blacks, Hispanics, Native

Americans, and low-income' Whites are more disadvantaged in

termg of eduaational attainment than their urban counterparts.

o Rural areas have the west amounts of medical'r

resources (e.g., pthysicxans, hospital beds) per capita, while
y.

the average heafth:statUs of rural people remains somewhat

lower than for urban residents.

fi

o Housing conditions in,rural communities improved

tharkedly during the seventies in regard to increased construc-

a

. tion and decreaSed substandard-housing, but by almost any

measur'e'ok adequacy (e.g., complete plumbing or'lack of

crowding) housing continues to be poorer in rural areas.

o Because of reductions in local transit systems, inter-

city'bus'lines, and air carrier services, rural residents

have less access to public transportation than was the case

previously; this is espe- cially critical for the moor, elderly,

handicapped, and the young who often lack private transporta-

tion alternatives.

o Proportionately fewer rural households have access to

sewer and water services than ur an;.many rural housing units .

,

continue to be constructed withou connection to public

sewer or water lines and Must IrAlS, on private systems.

o The level of per capita expenditure by local govern

ments ix urban counties continues to exceed that of rural
ti

counties; this gap in overall spending widened during the

seventies.
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o Gifted and talented rural youth have fewer opportuni-

. ties for education, special tutoring and training than do

-their urban and suburban counterpafts.

GOAL -9: To improve' the education, training, and work oppor-

tunities for all rural special needs populations through a

poll f greater inclusion of their diverse resources in the

design ald implementation of human resource and economic

-

development programs.
I

COMMENT: When underlying good will and trust are-created_at

a leadership leTiel n rural communities, the same 'factors of

size and.weak infras ucture, that frequently are obstacles

to economic giowth cart be turned into aides in social and

political develorimentf. Rural 'communities with diverse, non-
.

monolithic leadership gr oups,caTrAchieve wonders of coopera-
.

;'
tion that show pAitive results and confirm the, advantages of

rural-areas even under conditions of relative economic'

ptatus.

For example, rural communities have demonstrated the

-capacity to absorb physically and emotionally handicapped

youth into. their economic mainstream without the institu-

tional "solutions" of urbanized areas. Rural areas also

find ways to "hide" their handicapped citizens. The differ-
.

ence between hiding and facing the needs of people well

known to a whole community is a matter of leadership first

and extra resources second. Resources are crucial in that

they reduce the sacrifice and improve the quality of
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efforts made by leaders and others.

Q

Resources are also crucial when used to develop'
4

accurate information about the scope of special,needs problems

within specific communities. With 90 p ent of America's'

.'ruralbiacks living in the southeastern quarter oLthe nation,

for example, it is obvious.f.nt a different set of key issues

44

will pertain to those states than to the northeast. Communi-
.

tiegINT6t help themselves; th,at is true. But those that

accept'the challenge of self- ini1tiative must be rewarded

with recognition and assistance from outside. The world is

too complex to believe that rural America's needs for commu-

nity services can be answered totally from ,within. Priority

attention should be paid to:

o Good schools.,

o Access to technical training in occupations in demand

regionally.

o Well-organized youth recreation and community service

-programs.

o SpeciAlized teachers and counselors capable or organ-

izing netwoks,of eMployers, service agencies and special

interest group leaders.
An

o Assistance in community self-assessMents of demo-
, A

graphics, resources, current relationships between employment

and special needs groups.

o Rural Economic Development ,Zones. Such zones should"

be established in no fewer than 20 regions of the nation.

Moratoria on existing statutes, regulations and program guide-

lines could be /
instituted on a 3-to-5-year test basis.
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ISSUE: RURAL COALITION-BUILDING

PROBLEM: What is called for is not the elimination of healthy
o

and productive' competition, but competition which is encouraged

to take place in an atmosphere of rational collaboration.

Past rural development efforts have been essentially adver-

sarial:

dre

DISC

state against state, county against county.

Some important vanguard efforts in this regard

du ing the latter part of the 1970"s were in the form of

local and state rural work- education councils. These action

councils are composed of leaders and representatives of both

the.public and,private sectors including education, industry,

commerce, agriculture, labor, government.and advocacy groups

(see A Cha for Improved urai Youth Franchise, National

Institute fon WOrk and Learning, 1978).

Such neutral action councils provide opportunities for

different, 'often seemingly antithetically disposed groups to

.

begin to work in-mutually advantageous give-and-take pursuits

of the probable beneficial outcomes, for communities in the

context of states, regions and the nation es
4

GOAL 10: To develop collabora ve mechgnisms and processes

to build coalitions of rural interests for More rational

'rural deve-lopmeAt.

COMMENT:

o Resources for such an effort should come from both

the public and private sectors.' All prog am expenses would

be expected to be geperated by respective councils.

4 7
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Core staff funds should not be less than $30,000 per annum ani .

no more than $75,000 per annum depending on the size of
4

geographic stage of development, Levels and types of activi-

ties. Funding sources should be both federal, state, and

local and be equally shared by public and private interest

spheres.

Publicifunds should come from earmarked set-asides

from existing and/or new programs in education, rural develop-.

ment, economic development, and manpower development 9)s well

as local and state taxes.

- Private funds should come from membership contri-

butions and tax-exempt contributions.

o A national intermediary organization should be devel-

oppd for the express purpose of providing the necessary

coordination, advocacy, information retrieval, development

and dissemination, and planning for more effective rural
,

development.

e
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